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The Kramers problem (or “slip-flow”) problem for a wall with 
accomodation coefficient 0: is investigated. The B.G.K. model is used. 
Convergent series expansions are given, particularly useful for a: near 
to the extreme values (a = 0 and a = 1). 
Besides, the problem is soIved analytically without series expansions, 
by introducing a slight modification of the usually considered boundary 
conditions. 
Among the other results an analytical evaluation of the microscopic 
slip for a completely diffusing wall is given. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC EQUATIONS 
The Kramers problem [l-2] (or “slip-flow” problem) is perhaps the most 
simple boundary value problem in gasdynamics, as based on the linearized 
Boltzmann equation. It consists in finding the molecule distribution function 
of a gas in the following situation: the gas fills the half-space x > 0 bounded 
by a wall in the plane x = 0, and is nonuniform because of a gradient along 
the x-axis of the z-component of the mass velocity; this gradient goes to a 
constant K when x goes to infinity. 
When the wall bounding the half-space is supposed to be completely 
diffusing, the “slip-flow” problem can be solved exactly by analytical means 
[3-61 if the linearized model by Bhatnagar, Gross, and Krook [7] is used to 
describe the molecular interactions. 
The method used in [6] is quite different from the procedures used in [3-51, 
since the problem is solved by a simple application of the properties of certain 
“elementary solutions” of the following integro-differential equation: 
This equation is quite interesting; in fact, if one is content to consider the 
B.G.K. model, Eq. (1) solves the main problems having plane one-dimensional 
symmetry and constant temperature in linearized gasdynamics. 
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In Eq. (1) the length and velocity units are so chosen that 2RT = 1, 
0 = 1, if R = k/m is the specific gas constant, ~9 the mean free time, and T 
the temperature. 
The properties of Eq. (1) are studied in detail in [6] by methods introduced 
by Van Kampen and Case [S, 91 for treating the plasma oscillations and by 
Case [lo] for treating the neutron transport equation. 
A simple and yet interesting result is that the general solution of Eq. (1) 
has the following form: 
Y@, c,) = A, + A,@ - cx) + P j:, e-"" f$$- dv + P(G) 44 e-"" 
(2) 
p(t) = & (et’ - 2t 1: e”’ dv) = et’ P jyrn s dv. (3) 
A, and A, are arbitrary constants, A(v) is an arbitrary integrable function; 
if a pointwise validity of the equations is desired, then {VA(V) e-“lU} is to be 
supposed Holderian with respect to v, for every x belonging to the range of 
interest. 
In the Kramers problem the distribution function is 
f  =J@J[l - 2KBC,C, + c,Y(x, c,)] 
where Y(x, cr) satisfies Eq. (I) and 
(4) 
f(O) = ~(~z-RT)-~/~ exp [- c2]. (5) 
Here c = (6, 7, 5 - KX), if 5 = (f,~, [) is th e molecule velocity in the wall 
reference frame. 
The conditions at infinity impose the finiteness of Y(x, c& then A, = 0 
and A(v) = 0 for v  < 0. I.e., the conditions at the space infinity restrict 
Y(x, c,) to have the form: 
Y(x, c,) = A, + P 1: e?” g dv + p(c,) A(c,) e-2’c5 (cz > 0) 
% 
Y(x, c,) = A, + 1: e+lv z dv (c, -=c 0) (6) 
In order to determine the unknown constant A, and the unknown function 
A(v), it is necessary to match the boundary condition at x = 0. 
The usual boundary condition is [2]: 
Y(0, c,) = (1 - a) Y(0, - c,) + (2 - 4 2&?! cc, > 0); (7) 
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here c1 is the accomodation coefficient, i.e., the fraction of molecules diffused 
by the wall with a Maxwellian distribution; (1 - a) is, of course, the frac- 
tion of specularly reflected molecules. 
When OL = 1, the wall diffuses completely the incoming molecules and 
Eq. (7) fully specifies Y(0, E,) for c, > 0. In every case Eq. (7) gives the 
following singular integral equation to determine the unknown quantities A, 
and A(v): 
P/=J$ de, + p(cJ A(&) = (2 - a) 2KeC, - aA, 
3 
f  (1 - a) 1;s dv. (8) 
II. REDUCTION OF THE SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATION 
TO A FREDHOLM INTEGRAL EQUATION 
Equation (8) is so written that only known terms (among which the con- 
stant A, is yet numerically unknown) or terms where a completely conti- 
nuous operator acts on A(v) appear in the right side. 
The advantages in such a writing result from the fact that the inverse of 
the not completely continuous operator appearing in the left side is known, 
owing to the general theory of singular integral equations [Ill. 
In fact, if 
then A(v) is given by the following formula [6, 1 I]: 
A(v) = P(V) 1 
s 
a, 
f(V) - X-(v) [p(v) + aiv] p 
tX-(t)f(t) dt 
[p(v)y + m2v2 o (t - v) [p(t) - ?Tit]’ 
(10) 
Here X(x) is a function of the complex variable z defined as follows: 
X(e) = z-l exp I$ /, tan-l [P$] &I (11) 
and X-(t) denotes lim,,, X(t - ic). 
In order for Eq. (10) to be valid, it suffices that f(t) is integrable on the 
positive real semiaxis, with respect to the weight t2e-$’ (and Holderian, if 
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Eq. (10) is supposed to hold pointwise). Besides&t) must satisfy the following 
orthogonality condition: 
s ; &yitf(t) dt= 0. (12) 
In particular, if OL = 1, the right side of Eq. (8) is a function f(c,J, which 
is completely known with the exception of A,, , which is in turn fixed by 
Eq. (12); then Eq. (10) g ives the function A(o) and consequently the Kramers 
problem is solved, as it will appear in the following section. In particular, A, 
can be explicitly given [6]; its expression allows the slip coefficient for a 
completely diffusing wall to be precisely evaluated by a numerical integration. 
The result of such a computation is [12]: 
& = (1.1466) I (13) 
where 1 is the mean free time related to 0 by 9 = 2~~1~1. 
If  a # 1, Eqs. (10) and (12) can be used to reduce the evaluation of A(a) 
and A,ao solving a Fredholm integral equation of second kind. 
In fact, if Eq. (9) is identified with Eq. (S), Eq. (10) gives: 
X( - w) P2 
A(a) = [p(w),2 + &jz (2 - 4 2fd 
In order to get Eq. (14) some identities are required (see Appendix), 
which are particular cases of certain identities [13] which have already been 
applied in neutron transport theory [14]. To be precise, the following rela- 
tions are to be used: 
=& ;$r.zLL s (15) 
X(x) X(- z) = -$ G(z) 
7r 
(16) 
where 
G(x) = sTrn +$ dt 
and consequently, for real t: 
G*(t) = liiy G(t f  ie) = cta[p(t) f  s-it]. (18) 
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Equation (10) takes on the form 
(19) 
In Eq. (19) [r is the slip coefficient for 01 = 1 [6, 121, i.e.: 
here tan-l [d/p(t)] ranges continuously from - 7~ to 0, while t ranges from 
Oto +co. 
The slip coefficient is given [6] by 
Consequently: 
5 =;A”. (21) 
w 
III. THE CASE OF A COMPLETELY DIFFUSING WALL 
If 01 = 1, Eqs. (14) and (19) (together with Eq. (20)) give the solution of the 
Kramers problem: 
Consequently, the macroscopic velocity along the z-axis is given by: 
W(X) = KX + -I 
s 
m  
2dTr --m 
Y(x, 4 4 
(24) 
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The asymptotic velocity for diverging x is wBs = K(X + [r), according to 
the definition of the slip coefficient, while the velocity of the gas on the wall 
(microscopic slip) is: 
In order to evaluate the integral appearing in the right side, the following 
identity can be used: 
In fact, letting z -+ 0 and using Eq. (20) gives: 
Since X(0) = - 1/z because of Eq. (14), the following equation holds: 
11 + 
Consequently: 
m e@X(- t) 
zL Tim 
+ .rr2t2 at = 
li 
T 1. (28) 
in contrast with the erroneous result by Welander [3]: 
W(0) = + Kl. 
As far as we know, w(0) is obtained analytically here for the first time; 
Willis [5] evaluated w(0) numerically, getting the result: 
W(0) = -$= 0.7055 Kl = 
Tr 
which differs about 0.2% from the analytical value, given by Eq. (29). 
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An analogous evaluation of Y(0, c,) gives: 
Y(o, C,) = + Kk:, - (Gt! < 0). 
* 
From Eq. (28) the discontinuity of Y(0, c,) in c, = 0 is evident, since: 
Y(0, 0 +) Y(0, 0 -) 4"2 1 2 
z 
z - - - 
d, 
d - Kz. 
X(0) 
(31) 77 
IV. SOLUTION OF THE KRAMERSPROBLEM IN THE GENERAL CASE BY A 
CONVERGENT POWER SERIES IN (a - 1) 
If  CL # 1, a solution in terms of quadratures does not appear possible. 
However, an integral equation can be used to get the solution, since one can 
suppose that Eq. (14) easily gives an approximate solution for 01 nearly equal 
to one. 
In order to realize such a possibility, it is expedient to symmetrize the 
kernel of Eq. (14), by introducing the following notations: 
B(w) = A(v) {ue-q{p(2)))2 + 77W])l’2 
K(v, u) = $ fw xc- 4 fJ(4 xc- 4 & 
d 
i 
112 
H(u) = j[$+)ly+ .rr2u2\ ; 
X=1---a 
&,(f.‘) = x(- 2’) H(V) (2 - Cd) 2Kl. 
Then Eq. (14) becomes: 
B(w) = B,(s) - h j-r K(v, u) B(u) du. 
Equation (15) gives: 
(32) 
(33) 
< ( X(0) I = 2/r (34) 
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Consequently: 
( &,(a) / < fi (2 - a) 2Kl H(V); (35) 
then B,,(V) is a square integrable function, since Eqs. (35) and (20) give: 
j-r [&(v)]~ < 2(2 - a> (2Klj2 1; ,P(a);; n2v2dv = (2 - a)” 4~~512 (36) 
Besides, K(u, V) is a square integrable kernel; in fact, by using the inequal- 
ity: 
and the identity 
2/G euz =p(u) + 214 fi j” eua dv = p(u) - up’(u) (38) 
0 
the following result is obtained for the square norm of K(v, u): 
E II 
O” p(u) - UP’(U) 
0 [PW12 + ?-r2u2 
du!’ = fi 1,; [tan-l /--$\I du12 = 1. (39) 
Let us now consider the Neumann-Liouville series of Eq. (33): 
B(v) = B,(v) - m,(V) + m?,(v) + ..’ 
B,(v) = J; K(v, u) B,-,(u) du. 
(40) 
(41) 
It is well-known [15] that Eq. (33) ensures convergence of the power expan- 
sion in h at least for j h 1 < l/N, i.e., at least for 
o<ci<2. (42) 
This interval encloses all the physically interesting values of OL (0 < OL < 1). 
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Besides, Eq. (35) gives: 
= d?(2 -- ol)2K1H(a); (43) 
and analogously: 
1 B,(v) 1 < 1/? (2 - ol)2K1f+). (44) 
Consequently, if 0 < a! < 1, the following inequality is obtained: 
1 B(V) 1 < 2(2 - a) d/z Ki H(V) 5 (1 - ‘LX>” = 2Kl dt? q H(V) (45) 
0 
which assures the existence of the integral appearing in Eq. (19). 
From Eqs. (45) and (19) the departure of A, from its first approximation 
can be extimated very roughly: 
(46) 
Such an estimate could be easily improved. 
The main result of the previous analysis is the possibility of a numerical 
solution of the Kramers problem through a converging series; in particular, 
the slip coefficient 5 can be expressed in the following form: 
+2 (II - r;lyl - a) + 5lyl - 4” + . ..> (47) 
where 5,/l, 5,‘lt t”l4 *-a are pure numbers, which can be evaluated by nume- 
rical quadratures. 
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V. ANOTHERFREDHOLMEQUATIONYIELDINGTHESOLUTIONOFTHEPROBLEM 
Let us now consider another method to solve Eq. (8); for this aim, let us 
rewrite this equation in the following form: 
=: (2 - a) ~KL%% - cd,, sgn c, + 1 + sgn c, 1 - a-~ 2 m VA(V) dv ovf . (48) 
Since Eq. (8) holds only when c, > 0, Eq. (48) is completely equivalent to it; 
however, if A(c,) is introduced also for c, < 0 through the definition 
A(cJ = - A(- cm), Eq. (48) h o s Id f or c, < 0 as well. Taking into account 
the antisymmetry property of A(v), Eq. (48) can be rewritten as follows: 
P 
.c 
m zf!!2fl de, + p(c,) A(c,) 
--m v - c, 
= (2 - a) 2K6& - a& Sgn C, + E 
s 
m 
2 
2L?!@- [l - sgn v sgn c,J dv. 
--m v -c, 
(49) 
The inverse of the operator appearing in the left side is known; this inverse 
has a simple expression, owing to the orthogonality properties of the eigen- 
functions v,,(c,) on the whole real axis, with respect to the weight function 
c,e-c~’ [6]. Letf(cJ be the right side of Eq. (49); by means of the mentioned 
inverse operator, the following equation is obtained: 
provided that the following conditions are satisfied: 
i 
co 
c, e-‘z’ f(c,) dc, = 0 (51) -co 
s 00 c a: ’ e-c~zf(c~) dc, = 0. (52) -m 
Equation (52) is identically satisfied as a consequence of the antisymmetry 
of f(cJ. Equation (48) allows A,, to be expressed as a functional of A(w): 
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It is expedient to introduce the following function: 
It is to be noted that: 
Then : 
A, = e 2d - jm q(- / ZJ I) A(v) dw 
-m 
= F 2d - 2 jm vq(-~v) A(~) dv. 
0 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
In order to get an integral equation for A(v), let us substitute the right side 
of Eq. (49) into Eq. (50). By using the following (easily proved) relations: 
P 
s 
yrn z at = o&p(w) 
P 
s 
Ia s dt = p(v) - q(- v) 
(57) 
(58) 
+P m 
s 
te-@ 9(--ssgnu)--(- lull 
(t - v) (t - u) 
[l - sgn 24 sgn t] dt = __ 
v-u , --m 
(59) 
the following equation is obtained: 
- @I= 
[s m tA(t) 
4(--v) -d--t) & _ O” 
0 t-v 
tA(t) d- ‘1 -d- t, & 
0 v+t 1 
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Let us restrict ourselves to the semiaxis v  > 0, since A(v) is essentially given 
on the positive real semiaxis. Using Eq. (53) gives: 
a 
+ O1 [p(v)]f ; Tr‘w s ?(4q( - v) q( - t) - S(v, t)} A(t) dt (61) o 
where 
s(v, t) = q(- 4 + !?(- t) + d- 4 - d- t) 
v+t t-v 
2 m + + ’ + t> e-uzdu 
=a+t ,(u+v)(u+t) s . (62) 
VI. SOLUTION OF THE KRAMERSPROBLEM BY A 
CONVERGENT POWER SERIES IN 01 
Let us symmetrize the kernel of Eq. (61) by introducing the following 
notations: 
B(t) = A(t) {te-“‘[{p(t)j2 + 7r2tz]}1/2 
B,,(V) = - (2 - Cd) 4Kl q( - V) H(V) 
qv, t) = H(v) H(t) {- +z(- v> d- t) + S(v, t>> 
h=lY (63) 
in such a way that Eq. (33) holds again. 
The following inequalities are useful: 
q(-v)=j;gdt<$ (v > 0) 
- 
s(V, t) = 2 /* ‘(’ + ’ + t, e-u’ du < & 1: e-u2 du = $ . 
v + t 0 (u + v) (u + t> 
(65) 
Then B,,(v) is easily shown to be a square integrable function, and K(v, t) 
a square integrable kernel; in particular, the following bound for the square 
norm of K(v, t) is found: 
N2 = j;{K(v, t))” dv dt < 27~ [jr Lp(v;z ~,,]” = 2. (66) 
9 
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The Neumann-Liouville series converges at least for 
1 
I N I <-- 
N (67) 
and Eq. (66) gives: 
N<d2. (68) 
In such a way, the slip coefficient is expressed through a power series in 01: 
where &,‘/l, &,“/l, a * * can be calculated by numerical quadratures. 
Let US consider the behavior of [(a) when 01-+ 0 and when 01--f 1: 
5 -51 (a+ 1); (71) 
a simple interpolating formula is: 
It is not surprising that 5 N [(2 - a)/a] E when (Y + 0, in full agreement 
with the old evaluation given by Maxwell [16]. In fact, it is easily seen that the 
procedure used by Grad [17] to get the boundary conditions for the 13 
moments equations becomes exact in the limit 01-+ 0; and the boundary 
conditions for the 13 moments equations give just Maxwell’s result, when the 
Navier-Stokes approximation is considered. 
VII. SOLUTIONOFTHEKRAMERSPROBLEMTHROUGHA 
RATIO OF POWER SERIES IN (Y 
The above method is not the best one to solve Eq. (60). In fact a more 
convenient procedure will be considered. 
Let us write the integral equation satisfied by A(o) without eliminating 
the unknown constant A,: 
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In order to symmetrize the kernel of this integral equation, let us put: 
B(t) = A(t) l/wt”{[p(t)]2 + Tw} 
B,(o) = - 2olA&(- v) H(o) 
K(zI, t) = S(w, t) H(o) IT(t) 
h = 01. (74) 
In such a way Eq. (33) is obtained again. 
The Neumann-Liouville series converges when Eq. (67) holds; and now 
N is less than 1, since 
N2 = jr j [fw12 [fw12 [Sh t>l” dv dt < = [j, [p(u)$ F?ilo2]2 = 1. (75) 
Thus A(o) is found through a convergent series: 
A(v) = aA, g A’k’(o) ak. (76) 
Consequently: 
k=O 
A, = y 2~2 - 2A, -j$ ,k+l jm VA(“)(~) a(- v) dv 
k=O 0 
(77) 
i.e., 
(78) 
where 
I 
m  a(O) zzz 1 ,,(k) = 2 ~A’~-l’(a) q( - v) dw. (7% 
0 
The ~1~)‘s have alternating signs, since the A(k-l)‘s have; besides, the 
CW’S decrease in absc Ill 
Consequently: 
/ a(k+l) j  = 
ute value, since sS(a, t) < 24 - t). 
2 jr erq(- v) A’k’(v) dw / 
2 jr j L;;;j;2qk-w;;2 S(w, t) Afk+l)(t) dt 1 
t .?v2 q( - t) 
< 4 El [p(412 + T2er2~(- 9 I A’k-l’(t) I dt 
< 2 jr tq(- t) 1 Afk--l)(t) ( dt = 1 o(k) ( 030) 
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1 u(l) , = 2 J^  xi w ; A”“(w) I q( - n) dv 0 
m we”* 1 q(- w) 12 , VG 
.- 4 s, [p(w)]” + Tr%” -- 4 2 G, 
From the properties of the uuC) ‘s it follows that the function 
u(a) = 1 + u’lx + u”d + a.. (84 
is perfectly defined (i.e. the series converges) for 1 a 1 < 1. Besides, it is 
different from zero in the interval 0 < a < 1; this result is proved as follows: 
,,W)& = 
k=O k=O k=O 
= 2 1 ,,@k) / CP (1 - / $g 1 m) > (I - a) 3 0. (83) 
k=O 
Thus A, is perfectly determined by Eq. (78) and consequently also A(o) 
is found by using Eq. (73): 
A(w) = (2 - a) 2fc1 =;=;;;(j@u?” . (84) a! 
Equation (78) gives the slip coefficient: 
{+?l 1 
1 + u’ci + c/c2 + .‘. 
where u’, u”, *a. can be calculated by numerical quadratures. 
VIII. A DIFFERENT CHOICE OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, 
ALLOWING AN ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 
The accomodation coefficient 01 is usually introduced into the boundary 
conditions as a weighting factor for the diffusely reflected molecules [2]. 
However, different accomodation coefficients can be introduced for energy 
and momentum, through the following definitions: 
I 40- I - I Po+ I
aE = I PO- I - I 4w I 
o1 = IPO- I - IPo+ I 
= l&-l - IPWI 
(W 
(87) 
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Here pO- and pa- represent respectively the energy and momentum current 
densities of the incident stream, qa+ and p,, the energy and momentum 
current densities of the actual reflected stream, while p, and pm are the energy 
and momentum current densities of the reflected stream if it would have a 
Maxwellian distribution accomodated to the wall temperature and velocity. 
In the Kramers problem, only 01~ is required, since temperature is constant. 
Equation (87) defining 01~ suggests assuming as boundary condition for x = 0 
the following one: 
f(0, S) = p(277RT)-3’3 exp [-- t2 - q2 - (1 - w~+)~] (5 > 0) 63) 
where w,,+ is an arbitrary constant. 
In such a way, Eq. (7) is replaced by: 
Y(o, Cs) = 2w,,+ + 2K& . (89) 
Now, p, = 0; besides 
1 PO+ 1 = p@12 ,r,“, 5l exp [-- f2 - r12 - (5 - w,,+)~] de do d< 
-3,s fi m 
=X 
2 s 
(u + wo+) e+’ du = 1 pwo+ --m 
2 2/m 
and 
PO = 1 PO- 1 - 1 PO+ I = 1” Irn 1 I E I 5f(x, 5) dt - j-R,” / &f(x, f) d( --m --m -co 
* =-- ss I Ef(x, 5) dS -co 
m =- pw-3t3 
ss I 
c,(c, + KX) e-“[- 2Kc&] dc 
-co 
= p $f 
m  
I I 
cz2cz2 e-c~z-c*a &,&, 
--oo 
= p T f = p,+i21. (91) 
Therefore the arbitrary constant wo+ can be connected to 0~~ . In fact we, 
have: 
PO 
a9 = PO + I Pet I ; 
, p,, / = Po(l - %J 
% 
(92) 
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and consequently: 
22/G 
wo+ = 
1 l-aa, --.-pJ----- = ,J’ - %I> 
P 4, a9 %J 
(93) 
The solution of Eq. (1) can now be found in a complete analogy with the 
case of a completely diffusing wall. In fact, Eq. (23) still holds, provided that 
.& is substituted by 
I.e., 
_~l+12(1u,a,)_2-(2r,51/z)u,=2-O~54a,l (95) 
which coincides with the interpolating formula given by Eq. (72); provided 
that 0~~ is identified with 01. 
IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The Kramers problem in the B.G.K. model has been solved by quadratures 
and convergent series for different boundary conditions. 
In every case the solution has been given a form suitable for numerical 
calculations. 
The main results of this research are the different expressions of the slip 
coefficient as a function of the accomodation coefficient. Also a completely 
analytical evaluation of the microscopic slip in presence of a completely 
diffusing wall is given. Besides, useful formulas valid also for other problems 
are developed; they are particular cases of quite general identities given by 
Aamodt and Case [18]. 
APPENDIX 
Let us prove some identities which have been used in the main text. 
Let us begin with the following identity: 
(A.1) 
By applying the Plemelj formulas [l l] to In [X(z)], as given by Eq. (1 l), we 
get: 
64.2) 
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i.e., 
x+w - x-w = p(t)ymit X-(t). (A.31 
Then the Plemelj formulas applied to X(z) give Eq. (A.l). 
In particular, letting z--t co, the following asymptotic expansion is 
obtained: 
where : 
X(4 (=+ a> (A.4) 
Qn = j* t”+‘X-(t! dt. 
0 p(t) - Tat 
On the other hand, Eq. (11) of the main text gives: 
X(~)rr$-f~S)tan-l[~~]dt+...; 
0 
hence: 
Qo= - 1; 
W-5) 
(A-6) 
(A-7) 
Equations (A.7) are used in the main text to get Eq. (19) from Eq. (12). 
Equation (A.6) also gives: 
1 
-=~+.j-J~tan’[-$]dt+O[~] (Z-00). (A.8) 
X(4 
Hence the Plemelj formulas can be applied also to the function 
1 
744 = X@) --z-+$ytan-i[G]dt. (A.9 
In such a way the following identity (Eq. (24) of the main text) is obtained: 
since according to Eq. (A.2) the jump of v(z) through the positive real semi- 
axis is given by: 
1 1 1 
[ 
x-w 2nd 
- - - = x-(t) 
-- 
x+(t) X-P> x+(t) 11 = - &j p(t) + Tit * (A.1 1) 
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Finally, Eq. (16) of the main text is to be proved. According to Eq. (11) 
of the main text, we have: 
X(z) X( - z) = - z+ exp I$ JIa tan-l FpG] $$-I 
= - r2 exp I&- /rm In [Xii i ?f ] $-I 
= - r2 exp )& SIl, In [%:%]I & 
= - r2 exp 1 In [ - 5 z”G(s)] 1 = & G(Z). (A.12) 
Here the Plemelj formulas for In [- (2/2/G) z2G(z)] has been used. 
Through the above identity it is easy matter to get also the last side of Eqs. 
(15) and (26). 
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